2000 saturn sl1 problems

When you check Saturn Sl1 car engine light came on code P the reason should be. So you
should chech it on our car models. Another consequence of P Saturn Sl1 engine overheating
may be a blown head gasket. Heat makes aluminum swell almost three times faster than cast
iron. Thermal stress can distort the head and make it swell in areas that are hottest like those
between exhaust valves in adjoining cylinders, and areas that have restricted coolant flow like
the narrow area that separates the cylinders. The typical aluminum head swells most in the
middle, which can crush the head gasket if the head gets too hot. This will usually cause the
head gasket to leak compression between adjacent cylinders, or leak coolant into the cylinders.
Check your choke plate. Is it positioned correctly? Is it still working as it should? Does it open
completely? If not, then you either replace it or repair it. If the damage is quite severe, I suggest
you put down your repair tools and start looking around for a replacement choke plate to avoid
a repeat of this nasty episode. The P Saturn Sl1 Check Engine lamp is perhaps the most
troubling of lights because it could mean so many different things, from you didn't screw the
gas cap on tightly enough to look out for pistons flying through the hood and into the
stratosphere. The easiest way to find out what this light is telling you is to hook your vehicle up
to a scan tool. P diagnostic tool looks a little like an oversized calculator and plugs into a
communication port inside the car. After you instruct it to perform the scan, it speaks P Saturn
Sl1 with your car's computers to find out exactly what's prompting the light to turn on. What
does fault code P mean for Saturn Sl1? What does a diagnostic reading P mean for Saturn Sl1?
What do we know about P code for Saturn Sl1? Check all engine fault codes from our database.
Copyright FaultCodeCheck. Nine problems related to automatic transmission have been
reported for the Saturn SL1. The most recently reported issues are listed below. This could be
dangerous. I purchased my Saturn Sl1 from a used car dealer about 2 months ago. After I
started the car and shifted into reverse. For a few seconds nothing happened and I thought I
was either against a bump in the pavement or it was still in neutral. I gave it more gas.
Suddenly, the car slammed into reverse and I nearly lost control and backed into a car. I
checked the transmission fluid level to see if more was needed. It was full. A couple days late, it
did it again. Now it does it about every third reverse shift. Also the service engine soon light
came on. So, I checked the computer codes and they indicated a transmission problem. I got on
the internet to see what had to be done to fix it. It turns out many Saturn owners are having the
same problem with their transmissions. There is even a service bulletin, NHTSA item number:
this is very expensive repair to the transmission to fix a valve problem. Many Saturn owners
can't afford such a repair. So, they drive the car at the risk of backing into something or
someone. Saturn obviously knew something was wrong a long time ago and didn't recall the
vehicles. Reverse gear had been acting funny not going into reverse and allowing the car to
slide forward before grabbing. Grinding sound was noted, took car into aaa approved facility,
they could not find anything wrong. Finally reverse gear just quit as I was trying to parallel park
and "service engine soon" light came on. This whole process took about a month from start to
finish. Took it back to aaa approved facility who put in on the computer and found various
codes p, p, p, p, p The mileage on this car is 37, I bought it new in Called Saturn in stevens
creek, was told that I needed to bring it to a Saturn dealership. Explained to them that the
nearest one is approx. Was told that was the only option. This is my only car so this was not an
option at all. Checked around this area to find someone to fix it. Aamco will no longer repair
transmissions in Saturn cars because they are so unreliable. They did research and found a
bulletin t which deals exactly with this problem and suggests how to fix it. In the bulletin of
which I have a copy it states "this condition may be caused by an improperly machined surface
finish on the area of the input shaft hub where the seals ride. This is the fault of Saturn and they
should pay for any repairs. Again, this car has only 37, miles on it. Without any warning, I got in
my Saturn and started it and the "service engine soon" light went on. As I put it in reverse to put
it in a parking space, there was no reverse movement, only reving engine. The dealer I took it to,
told me this was a "known" problem a nut gets loose and falls off, inside the transmission. I
also needed a transmission service. Today I find that there are identical and nearly identical
complaints and that this problem is known since Apr , one month after I purchased the vehicle
new. This is so obvious a warranty situation and I want to be reimbursed with credit card
interest!!!!!. My Saturn Sl1 has a problem which I feel is a manufacturer's defect. When put into
reverse, the car either does not shift at all, or, hesitates then shifts unexpectedly, or shifts only
when gas and brake are pressed at the same time. This is a very dangerous problem that is just
an accident waiting to happen. I am the third complaint with the same problem: intermittently,
when placed in park or neutral or while driving, the vehicle will rpm 3,, I have taken to dealer and
private mechanics and no answer has been given. Nothing shows on diagnostic computer.
When engine revs, I will place in park, turn car off, and start again. Sometimes this does the
trick. This is very dangerous as vehicle will try to drive when waiting at a stop light and foot is

on the brake. Please help. The Saturn dealer at which I purchased this vehicle will not even
consider the defect, but instead wishes to charge me for a new transmission. My vehicle is not
even 2 years old. I would hope that the corporation would stand behind there product, instead
of trying to make up excuses. While driving, there is a delayed engagement when changing
gears which makes it hard to go into gear, the vehicle also coasts before engaging into gear, the
rpm's will race all the way into the red zone going 30 mph. Nlm tt. The shift lever, and release
button was loose at purchase. When shifting the lever slides very easy pass the gear without
stopping, while driving and reaching for the radio the lever was touched by wrist and slipped
into neutral without even pushing the batton on the lever. The dealer has been contacted. Car
Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic
Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem
5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic
Transmission problem 8. Automatic Transmission problem 9. Automatic Transmission
problems Manual Transmission problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems.
Axle Assembly problems. Great auto except now at 75, miles engine stalls after 15 min of drive
time and i need to shut motor down. Wait 15 -- 20 min restart and resume my short trips. What
would cause the engine to stall and after a wait it start up and away I go? Some 30 years ago I
know vapor lock was a problem on some cars. My problem appears to duplicate that problem.
This car is a moneymaker. My goal at this point is to have it safely erupt in flames, so I am
forced out of my shell of practicality. It has been SO reliable for 16 years, gotten me to and from
work, and is now teaching my children the finer aspects of the shift stick. Seriously, this will be
the most reliable and trustworthy car in my lifetime. As I write this review, it is December, My
parents purchased me a Saturn SL1 in for my first car. I was 17 years old then and I'm going on
28 and I still own this car. When they purchased the car for me it had around 40, miles. Cut to
today: the car has , miles and still runs the same as the day I got it. So in 10 years I've owned
the car the only major thing that has happened was with the timing chain. It messed up one
night and I was left stranded at work. That was it. Besides regular car maintenance oil, tires, etc.
I've never had any problems out of it. I purchased this car with , miles on it, and drove it until it
had well over , miles until it was totaled in a high-speed accident. If it hadn't been totalled, I
would have driven the car until it just wouldn't go any longer, which I imagine would have been
for a very long time. I did regular maintenence on the car, like oil changes, changing fuel filters
and the like. The only extraordinary thing I had to do was change the water pump. The car never
broke down on me, left me standing on the side of the road, or anything of the sort. In a
four-year period, I reguarly made trips between The East Coast and Texas without any issue,
and cross-country trips. It's an incredible car. Have this car for 10 years, besides a recent intake
manifold change, this car only needs basic maintenance. Very good at gas mileage. At 13 years
old of this car, and at , miles I drove it in a mile cross country trip without a slight problem. The
car drives a like a champ. Outside paint is of good quality. After a heavy rain, the car shines
beautifully like it was new 13 years ago. Overall, very basic but extremely reliable car, very
economically to own. This is the best car I've ever owned, and I have no doubt it will last , miles.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the S-Series. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. You couldn't kill this thing if you tried Items per page:. Write a review See all S-Serieses for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the S-Series. Sign Up. Is there a problem that occurs with the
engine at about , miles or more? What are some common problems that occur with this car? I'm
lookin into buting one with , miles on it and it would help to know a little about the problems
that might occur with it. Dear runner I actually have one of these Saturns myself. It has over ,
miles on it. I have it because it refuses to die. My daughter was going to donate it to charity a
year ago, but I took it instead. Since then I use it to drive my dogs around. It is also one of the
few remaining places where I can smoke a cigar legally. I have had a few problems, like the
heater and the muffler, but the engine is a workhorse although very loud when cold. The
transmission makes some odd sounds at times and I expect that will be the first major
component to go. Go to Don't spend a lot of money on it and you should be okay. Good luck
from Bovan. Why, when I start the car it will not idle Can only drive it by 'feathering' the gas
pedal all the time? EmiliaJ answered 13 years ago. Hey helpmeplease; i have that same issue. I
actually have to start my car in Neutral with my foot on the break, then "Bogart" it into gear with
my foot on the gas. Makes for a lot of peel outs, but it does the trick. I've been told by many it's
the idle aka throttle control sensor. Good luck. I got into a fender bender My '97 SL-1 is about
the same mileage as bovan's, and the only real problem I've had is a sour alternator. If you get it
or any Saturn into any kind of wreck, there will be a LOT of body damage the doors and
quarter-panels are all fiberglass and the bumpers are plastic but the frame is a solid steel roll
cage, so you're pretty safe in a major pileup. Believe me, I used to work at a Saturn dealership.

We had a few come through torn to pieces, but the driver and passengers had barely a scratch.
They might not be powerful, but they're cheap and worth the money, especially the 10 gallon
gas tank. And I highly recommend a manual transmission over an automatic-cheaper
maintenance and repair. They just plain last longer, too. By the way, I used to hate Saturns with
a passion before I had this car. Nick answered 12 years ago. Engine problems. Suspension
Problems. Steering problems. Self Destruct problems. I swear to god i saw one of these driving
the opposite way and the back end was on FIRE! Dude buy a honda like everyone else. Jay
answered 8 years ago. I have been selling Saturns for 3 years now as an auto dealer and with 24
years mechanics under my belt one would have to be a fool to buy any timing belt interference
engine Hondapail over a timing chain indestructable rustproof simple to fix car. When Saturn
built a car to teach Honda how things should be done they certainly did it. Unfortunatley they
did not see the big picture that if you buld a car to last so lomg to look so good after 20 years it
is hard to increase sales. You can't argue great engineering when comparing Honda to Saturn
when in Honda replaced timing belt inplosion engines with a chain Like a Saturn hmmmmm.
Alex answered 8 years ago. I have a Saturn SC2 with K miles on it, roughly. It has been shifting
very hard lately. Love the car, dual over head cam, 16 valve, excellent gas mileage, enough said.
I don't want the problem to escalate, hoping for a little advice. Kayla answered 7 years ago. Is
there a GSR for automatic vs manual? Will an automatic GSR make a manual check engine light
come on? Will it make it idle like a vacuum leak.? I have an 01 SC2, I was gonna get rid of it for a
year or so, power steer, altenator, engine idle. It was ALL to do with the Serpentime belt and the
idler arm. Kate answered 7 years ago. The main problem is oil consumption, they all do it and
sometimes it's severe. The automatic transaxle has its valve body go out first, that is the hard
shifting or refusal to shift into 1st or reverse. The manual transaxle can have the carrier cross
pin come out which destroys the transaxle case, again this is pretty rare. Overall they're
extremely reliable just keep oil in it. From my personal experience, you simply cannot purchase
a more reliable car than Saturn for the money. I purchased a used SC2 back in and drove it for 9
years with no major problems whatsoever. The car was Totaled in with me in it as I was at a red
light and rammed by a Porsche traveling at around miles per hour by a woman not paying
attention and who did not once apply the brakes- testimony to the fact that not only was this car
reliable- I also walked away from the accident unharmed the lady in the Porsche was taken away
in an ambulance from what I suspect was mostly her being in shock from the impact. As the
search for a replacement vehicle began, I knew in my heart I wanted another Saturn- Lo and
behold, about 10 days later I found another on a car lot- this time the 4 door version. This car
was a godsend, literally. It was 11 years old with only 67, miles on it! Well, here we are , 6 years
later and another Saturn with no major problems whatsoever! Had K on it. Gets highway mpg.
Couldn't be happier. My son will probably get it when he goes to college. Should last for a long,
long time. Ahhh, good for you 01sc2, I bought mine new. It was broke about 8" into the coil
spring, I'm in Toronto Canada and this winter was hard and a lot of potholes in the roads that
are hard on the front wheels. My revered mechanic said I didn't need shocks or an alignment. I
had a power window stop working. I just sprayed it with compressed air into the area around the
window button and it works. Mines got kilometers which is roughly miles. That serpentine belt
was a killer app solution, I was ready to look for another car, after the belt install it became a
new car,,,,, no engine oil burning, ac works good, the heater selection rotator wouldn't change
from feet to feet and head or to defrost, the black knob wouldn't turn, my guy put some goo
somewhere under the center dash and gently massaged the knob on the dash and then it would
turn from far right to far left' The car is a dark blue and I washed it on this sunny day and the car
looks great. Had it 14 years, my mechanic said the tranny would outlive me. No other probs.
Good luck to all, you're helpful to me. Yeah, the serpentine belt is my next project. My old
change place advised me to get it replaced before the winter. Luckily, it made it through the
winter. But I'm not experiencing any of the issues you were. Just needs an extra quart or less
betwwen changes. Mine is the "bright blue metalic". When washed, it looks brand new. Only one
little chip in the black pillar on my side. I've attached a photo of a car exactly like mine. That is
the same colour as my car, I am gonna do a spring clean-up on mine and will send you a pic. I
feel the problems I have had are little things, as long as the air con, tranny and engine don't act
up we're winners. I'm getting better gas mileage now that it's warming up. Kody answered 6
years ago. Alex Ur an idiot Just because a post is 6 years old doesn't mean nobody else can
post These are here to help people I've seen u post "this post is? What do u do go around
finding old posts and bashing on people Instead of spending all Ur time online and bashing on
people do something productive! Alex answered 6 years ago. All I do is bash. Not like anyone
benefits from my input. Time to get back to turbocharging my car. Tom answered 6 years ago.
The problem with your Saturn not idling while at a stop or in neutral can sometimes be fixed, I
know this is going to sound stupid, by replacing the water temp sensor. They are fragile and

crack easily. Takes a few minutes to get the old one out and the new one in, they are fairly
cheap, and it fixed the problem on my 97' SL1. Also the motor mounts and tranny mounts wear
out around k miles. Replace those to keep problems minimal. Fuel filter is along the driver side
front fender inside. Took me about 30 minutes to replace. Idle pulley bearings went out at the K
marker. Take a nut and bolt off replace pulley and while you are at it replace belt. Hard shift
tranny is a valve body on the top of the tranny. Best to get someone experienced to fix this due
to small parts. Valve cover gasket is the only gasket to blow on mine. Replaced it and all was
fine. Car had to be put down at K marker because it came from up north and the salt had
destroyed he underside of the car beyond repair. If it had not been for that it would still be going
strong today. Keep up the oil and other fluid changes, keep up the tune-ups all on a regular
schedule and these cars will last you forever. Not too mention at K marker it was still getting
35MPG and more on hwy. Thanks Tom,,, a few things I will watch out for. A lady backed out of a
driveway and into my drivers door, funny, hers was a newer SUV Saturn, it was a hard hit.
Replacements were from a wrecker. Lately I had to get the the front sway bar replaced used for
cause they're not in stock and 2 front lower control arms, Those rubber grommets were bad, am
in Toronto, Salt on roads in winter. I like the car. It's a met blue SC2 I love this car. I've got a
Saturn SL2, manual transmission with k miles. But this is the first major problem I've had since I
replaced the clutch at k. I replaced two clutches on an old Dodge Shadow with the same mileage
So does it make sense to put the money in it? Pinyin answered 5 years ago. Cokie answered 5
years ago. It now has K on it. I have really loved this adorable little car and fully intend to drive it
until something major goes. Here's my list: 1 Cat Converter got plugged up around 50K. You
had to gun the crap out of her to accelerate. I think it was because my valve cover gasket was
leaking oil down the motor and oil was soaking the alternator. No spark. Water pump seal had
gone bad at K. It's no easy job though! Put a new muffler on it and new serpentine belt. AC was
recharged about 8 years ago, still works great. Oh yeah, I had the shifter thingy break under the
shift handle. I jury rigged that easy by drilling into the metal boss, tapping in some threads and
putting a bolt and washer in there to hold the linkage together. Piece o cake, working on these
wonderful little Saturns!! Lately I had front end probs. Maybe I irrationally love the car, wanna
drive it till , the older ladies I dance with think it a sports car. Im looking at a Saturn 5speed says
only thing wrong is it idles fast and that its the air intake control valve. Anything I should know
before I buy? That year they failed on the climate control module. It would blast heat until it got
a couple of degrees higher than the setting, then blast the air conditioning to cool it down. Was
told by the regional director, "It is operating in the manner in which it was designed. Turned out
that the O2 sensor was bad Both of them. Fixed those and it ran better. Still sold it because of
the climate lack of control. Repairing the '92 since after 24 years the interior is starting to dry
out and crumble to dust. Alex - regardless of how old the post is, since these cars are still
around, the postings will still be helpful for people who bought the cars new like me and those
who have bought them from a prior owner. If you have tricks and tips for Saturn repairs, I look
forward to seeing them. Taurus answered 4 years ago. I've had 2 SL1 Saturn's My first 1 was a
single cam 1. Had head gasket issues when I bought it.. I just put some head sealer in it and ran
for bout 2 days and After that drove the car all over put about 15, moles on it If it Ever does.!! I
used to hate Saturn's.. But till I've owned a couple I'll never say a bad word about them again.!!
Ron answered 4 years ago. I have a sc1 manual with k and my wife drives a sc2 automatic I
hated Saturn's I bought a Saturn SC Coupe as a factory order. It has outlasted the Plymouth it
replaced, the Ford Escape that was my second car and the Saturn L Sedan that I hated from the
start. It has over , miles on it, with the original clutch lasting for the first , miles. Other than
redoing the 24 year old interior that is wearing with age and use, I've done the normal
maintenance and repairs. Recently, two issues cropped up - the shifter cable broke pricey fix
since they had to order one from a supplier and it isn't passing emissions. Valves and sensors
seem to be working but other than replacing the complete exhaust and hoping for the best, I
need some experienced thoughts on what else to check. I already did the injection cleaner, dry
gas, high octane fuel,etc. Runs great, just running fuel rich. Travis answered 4 years ago.
There's an older post in here about the carrier cross pin in the manual comes out I have a 97
sc2 I bought at , miles about , it happened to mine blew a hole right through the bell housing
area. I seen another post said his has been shifting hard mine did after about a miles of drive
time then miles of hard shifting then it shot that pin through the transmission. I paid 1, for it I
now have around in it and it's still a turd bad experience with it and probably won't buy another
one. I did replace the transmission which you have to drop the whole under carriage to do but it
barely has any power the front end is screwed up I replaced the strut on the side that is giving
the most problem. I'm going to put 2 new fully assembled struts on it and see if that helps if not
I'm driving it till it won't drive anymore. What colour is your Saturn? Thanks for the info on your
car. Mine only has a brake issue. When it rains up here the car looks brand new. Thanks for

your info toedoe. BigTomAg answered 4 years ago. I bought a SC2 Coupe a few months ago K
miles. The previous owner is a mechanic, and cared for it well before he had to sell it. Aside
from some rough driving, hard shifting it is 24 yrs old is a good "A to B" car. When moving from
idle to 1st, the car could not stay lit, and would die. After feathering the gas, I was able to get
back to 30, 40, then 50; but anytime I reached a light, and slowed to less than 10, the car wanted
to die. This also only happened after a good 20 minutes of driving; especially after car was
turned completely off, and sat for a few minutes. Thought it was slug gas, put in some HEET;
that seemed to clear it Have already filled tank with new gas, and problem still ocurring
Develofgod answered 4 years ago. I bought an 02 sl2 had no problems till my ignition went out
bout I can't figure out what's wrong. Masonmouse answered 4 years ago. I have a SC2 manual
and I had trouble with hard shifting as well. I just took the center console off and sprayed WD all
in the linkage. That was a couple of months ago and it still shifts like butter. Quite the easy fix. I
think this car is from the planet "Saturn! David answered 4 years ago. Amazing just 9 years ago
and people are still replying. Is this man alive? Anyway I am 21 years old and I drive a saturn sl1
gold sedan. I always wanted that car since I was 2 legit when my grandmother bought the car.
So many childhood memories in that car and Everytime I drive it I have flashbacks of my
grandmother driving it and my late brother. It never really fully drove alot mostly a point A to B
when my grandmother had it. Mines is pretty cool because it was the last year they made them
1st gen body style however it was the first year they began the 2nd Gen interior. So pretty much
its a first gen interior mixed with a second gen. I love it. It has been in the family for 18 years
and only has 98, miles on it! And Im hearing people say thier saturns and saturns have , miles
on thiers. Unique if you ask me. I will never get rid of this car unless the transmission goes out.
I do have a selonoid problem alittle bit when I put it in reverse but that's it. Mines is a point A,B,
and can be a C car. Very dependable to drive on the turnpike. I wouldn't however enjoy putting
that many miles on it on the turnpike. I drove that thing up to palm beach and I live in plantation.
About an hour drive. Very smooth man. Cars in good shape alot of people comment that my car
is clean. Usually when I show them my car the first thing they say is "omg the interior is soo
clean. But I love my car and I'm going to drive it until it goes out or if God forbid it gets into an
accident. My next car will be a 93 buick century. Or it just might be a second car I don't know
more than likely it will because my saturn runs great! When I first got it I had to redo the
headliner because the orange foam was exposed I also had to restore the hubcaps cuz
originally when my brother drove it he had universal ones put on it. But I wanted the car original
so I did some tweaks And I put seat covers to match the interior. I have in the front plain brown..
It really looks like oem saturn seat covers! By the way nobody may not read this but you know
what. That's how much I love my saturn. Sitting down on my bed in pj's writing for 30 mins
means alot. Angryoldman answered 3 years ago. I had a Saturn for years. Ran great good
mileage. Was up worked it up over k thought I was going to hit a million. The fan for the motor
went out. Like an Idiot I took it to a so called reputable chain. They are all thieves. This one was
Firestone. Still had the stock alternator in it with zero problems. The guy told me he would not
touch the fan unless I had a new alternator put in. In the end the bill was around He probably
just wanted mine for his car. The new alternator died in a year and the fan died 2 months after
that. Find your own mechanic. They hire bums off the street to work at this large chains. Do year
later had to get another alternator put in, had some belts changed, new motor mount all for a
good price. The car was running like a champ but 2 weeks later we had a storm and it turned in
to a boat because of a clogged drain in the road lol. My car before that the mechanic actually
was freaking out and asked my friend and I if we new how to get the belt off. We were kind of
shocked. Then he started pounding the gas pedal after an hour of him trying to get the belt on. I
told the manager to tell him to stop. Then smoke flys out and this retard comes out and says I
found the problem. You have a blown head gasket. The manager refused to even drive it off the
lot. GuruDBHF5 answered 3 years ago. How glad I am to come across this thread! When I was
19 years old back in , I bought my first ever car which was saturn sc2 and I absolutely love it!
Raced that car with similar sports car of a different make and have always won. Also, if it wasn't
for that car, I'd be dead long ago according to many reckless drivers out there and the saturn's
responsiveness is why I am typing this now. Never had major issues with that car until I was 24
years old, my ex roommate needed a car for work pizza delivery or he can't pay rent so I thought
it won't hurt. To this day, I still have no idea how he cracked the transmission. Yes, I cried when
I had it junked. Fuel pump, sparks and valve gasket repair. I'm totally looking forward driving it
again! Thats Great!!! Glad your getting another!! When someone reared ended me a couple
years ago I thought it would be the end for me and my Saturn. The damage wasnt worth the cost
of the car and I settled for next to nothing but kept it. Even after being severely rear ended So
much more fun to drive for me and I think it is why mine is lasting so long. Anyway Couldnt find
a stick Passed the "salvage car" test Still running steady,,,air ice cold, shifts great. Engine

steady Im amazed with this car. If it ever severely breaks down I dont know what I would do. I
may just settle for a bike!! I am going to throw my Saturn a Big Birthday Party when it hits ,
miles!!! Maybe we will even make it to ,!! Oh yes, dolphindeb, you are not wrong on the car. I
recall sitting in saturn shop now long nonexistent and they had Polaroid photos of the owners
of same line all over the wall with k and k miles on it. At first, I thought it was just a sales pitch
until I owned it. That stuff does last. Hold on to your baby. They don't make it anymore. Parts
are common, thankfully. I'll be honking for you for sure. RighteousWorks answered 3 years ago.
About 6 months ago I bought a SC2 with , It is the 1. I have enjoyed the car in the short time I've
owned it. Gets around 32mpg, does use some oil. However here in the last month it has
developed a clattering noise. Not all the time though. You can only seem to hear it when
accelerating to switch gears. Can anyone shed some light on what the issue may be? Any help
would be greatly appreciated. Dylan answered 3 years ago. For me, it was the motor mounts.
Hope this helps! GuruW9G9R answered 2 years ago. Best economy car ever made. I have 4 of
these. My 97 SW1 automoatic has k. My 95 SL2 automatic has k. My 95 SW1 manual has k and
my 95 SL2 has k. I can get over 50mpg on the manual transmissions cars. And even though they
are very light they get around amazing in the snow whe you have snow tires installed. Quuues
answered 2 years ago. It's and I'm about to get a 94 SL2. I think this is going to be one of the
oldest mentions on this thread. Most of you have talked about Saturns. Is there a reason for
that? The 94 and earlier has electric seat belts that run on tracks. GuruW6NZD answered 2 years
ago. My Saturn had its trailer arm rust through and break just now May , the first problem after
the faulty installation of brakes, by a mechanic that advertises as honest and reliable. Not,
apparently. The trailer arm holds the rear wheel fixed horizontally, but allows it to move
vertically. When it breaks usually when a pothole or a speed bump puts a horizontal force on
the wheel, you may hear a metallic bump when the rear wheel shakes back and forth, from a
rough road or braking or accelerating. If you suspect this, put the gar in gear I have an SL
manual and try to turn the back wheel: you shouldn't be able to. The trailing arm is easy to
unbolt from the bottom of the chassis. The two bolts are 18 mm. The trailing arm that is still
intact should be easy to unbolt: the nut is 22 mm. In my case it was really difficult to hold the
part where the weld had rusted? Not bad for a car that has , miles almost , km and still gets 37
mpg. I feed it oil and gasoline, and it seems to be happy enough. GuruT8S6T answered 2 years
ago. My "little red plastic car" is my darling. My mechanic jokes that when he has it on the lift he
can see the word "Playskool. However, it just had its first trip on the hook last week and we're
stumped. It started, ran as usual, and then just died. While in the shop the battery died he thinks
he left it on. It started when I came to pick it up,and then just died. Same "E" on fuel. I'm not
giving up on it. I refuse to give up on this car, and reading all of the testimonials above, I see no
reason to. Brett answered 2 years ago. I have a 95 sl1 with k miles. Was rode hard and put away
wet. Ac didn't work, fixed that by cutting the bad section out low side and replacing with break
line and compression fittings. New mirror, needs tires yet. New plugs, coolant flush. Oil went to
10w because of milage. Driver's seat springs are broken, windshield is cracked. Massive
gouges in trunk. Headlights are secured by machine screws. Front radio was missing. All the
radio wires were cut, replaced those. Put new rear speakers in and rewired. When I would hit the
high beams the dash and radio would turn off, ran a relay line from the cig lighter. Troubles
opening rear door. Troubles latching the trunk. No headlinner. No dome lights. License plates
are zipped tied on. No plastics in the radio area. Had purple tint. Removed that. Crappy stickers
everywhere. Removed those. Just had it towed because I couldn't shift it 50 miles from home.
Turns out the shifter linkage bushing fell out. I said FU, I towed it home on a dolly. Ordered a
new steel one from eBay. All in all, I love the little crap box. I call it "Da hoopty. Lshapy16
answered 2 years ago. Mike answered 2 years ago. I think you could still get some mileage out
of it. I have an 02 SL2 with K, and it burns oil too. Adding a bottle of Bestline to full synthetic
really reduced my consumption. GuruB6Z82 answered 2 years ago. I have three Saturn SL's '97,
'98 and ' So far, none has. Yes, but not many. The with K had a bad intake manifold gasket that
caused the engine to idle high about rpm. That fixed it. I also had a bad leaking water pump.
Fixed that. I am 59 years old and have owned 70 cars. One major complaint though is changing
the oil filter It is in a very bad location and near impossible to see. Throw in the fact that the
transmission filter is located nearby and is of the type that looks just like a common oil filter
and you have a situation just begging for mistakes to be made. Oh yes, there is one more
common problem Replace just the driver-side switch and it will almost certainly fix them all.
There is one more goofy thing about this car. The rear-defroster "timer" is located in the "chime
module". If your rear defroster doesn't work and it's not the fuse, relay or switch it is most likely
the defroster timer. While it is not too hard to find located on the driver-side, opposite the inside
fuse panel I luckily located one used at that. But darned if I can find another one anywhere. And
I mean, anywhere! But let me say again Reverend Ray. Ray answered about a year ago. All of

you that have issues with high oil usage try changing the pvc valve it stopped my high usage on
a sc2. GuruRR1RY answered about a year ago. I just bought a Saturn Sc2 Coupe off my
mechanic who recommended it to me. Was't really thrilled with the looks of it at first but once I
drove it handles sharp turns like a champ and made a few tweaks, it has become one of the best
little cars i've ever owned. Super fun to drive! Sits low and just hugs the road. Has , miles and
drives perfect. No problems so far whatsoever. I'll upload a photo soon Guru9QSZ4 answered 9
months ago. I have a SC1 w manual trans. It has , miles on it now. Still runs strong! This is my
2nd Saturn. My first was same year, an SL1 Auto. Between the 2 cars, get the manual! Less
problems with much more zip! I have a 01 SL a coworker gave me. Told me it shifts hard but
after doing some research it was the motor mounts. The engine jumped side to side before. Now
after replacing the mounts it jumps front to back and still shifts hard. Anyone have any ideas?
I'm lookin into buting one with , miles on it and it woul I own a Saturn SL2, and I normally have
problems with keeping oil in it because it burns off my oil like crazy, but it's never been a
problem before, I just check the level quite frequently and I have a Saturn SL Sedan with , miles.
I am having a major problem with the car cutting off while I am driving at a fairly constant speed
or when I am idling at a stop light. The engine w I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. What are
some problems that occur with this car? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn S-Series question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Saturn S-Series Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? This could be dangerous. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Saturn SL2. While
driving approximately 50 mph, the contact heard a loud bang. The vehicle shook and smoke
appeared under the hood. There was a lot of fluid on the ground, and the vehicle had to be
towed to the contact's residence. He found a hole in the transmission and called the dealer and
manufacturer; however, they were unable to assist. The failure mileage was , While attempting
to shift gears at 10 mph, the gears became stuck and could not shift into neutral. The failure
nearly caused a crash. The contact filed a complaint with the manufacturer. The vehicle has not
been repaired. The current and failure mileages were 56, My car when put into reverse, makes a
loud bang noise and slams hard into gear. I am told I need a new transmission. Many
complaints on the same exact situation all over the internet. I purchased my Saturn SL1 from a
used car dealer about 2 months ago. After I started the car and shifted into reverse. For a few
seconds nothing happened and I thought I was either against a bump in the pavement or it was
still in neutral. I gave it more gas. Suddenly, the car slammed into reverse and I nearly lost
control and backed into a car. I checked the transmission fluid level to see if more was needed.
It was full. A couple days late, it did it again. Now it does it about every third reverse shift. Also
the service engine soon light came on. So, I checked the computer codes and they indicated a
transmission problem. I got on the internet to see what had to be done to fix it. It turns out many
Saturn owners are having the same problem with their transmissions. There is even a service
bulletin, NHTSA item number: this is very expensive repair to the transmission to fix a valve
problem. Many Saturn owners can't afford such a repair. So, they drive the car at the risk of
backing into something or someone. Saturn obviously knew something was wrong a long time
ago and didn't recall the vehicles. I am the third complaint with the same problem:
Intermittently, when placed in park or neutral or while driving, the vehicle will RPM 3,, I have
taken to dealer and private mechanics and no answer has been given. Nothing shows on
diagnostic computer. When engine revs, I will place in park, turn car off, and start again.
Sometimes this does the trick. This is very dangerous as vehicle will try to drive when waiting at
a stop light and foot is on the brake. Please help. Reverse gear had been acting funny not going
into reverse and allowing the car to slide forward before grabbing. Grinding sound was noted,
took car into aaa approved facility, they could not find anything wrong. Finally reverse gear just
quit as I was trying to parallel park and "service engine soon" light came on. This whole
process took about a month from start to finish. Took it back to aaa approved facility who put in
on the computer and found various codes P, P, P, P, P The mileage on this car is 37, I bought it
new in Called Saturn in stevens creek, was told that I needed to bring it to a Saturn dealership.
Explained to them that the nearest one is approx. Was told that was the only option. This is my
only car so this was not an option at all. Checked around this area to find someone to fix it.
Aamco will no longer repair transmissions in Saturn cars because they are so unreliable. They
did research and found a bulletin T which deals exactly with this problem and suggests how to
fix it. In the bulletin of which I have a copy it states "this condition may be caused by an

improperly machined surface finish on the area of the input shaft hub where the seals ride.
Again, this car has only 37, miles on it. Dt- was on the internet wondered if there was a recall for
Saturn SL2. There was, but it didn't include this vehicle due to VIN. When key is not in the
ignition one can shift in any gear, and the vehicle will roll. It can be stolen if someone chose to
push it onto a truck. While driving transmission failed with no warning. While driving, the
vehicle all of a sudden overheated and stalled. The consumers mechanic told her the intake
manifold was severely damaged. While shifting in reverse the vehicle became inoperative.
Consumer applied the accelerator pedal and the vehicle failed to move. Consume rwas unable
to turn of the windshield wiper. Vehicle was taken to the dealer for inspection, an D mechanic
determined that transmission and windshield wiper motor needed to be replaced. Without any
warning, I got in my Saturn and started it and the "service engine soon" light went on. As I put it
in reverse to put it in a parking space, there was no reverse movement, only reving engine. The
dealer I took it to, told me this was a "known" problem a nut gets loose and falls off, inside the
transmission. I also needed a transmission service. Today I find that there are identical and
nearly identical complaints and that this problem is known since Apr , one month after I
purchased the vehicle new. This is so obvious a warranty situation and I want to be reimbursed
with credit card interest!!!!! I have a Saturn SL1 auto trans. The oil galley plug come out of the
back of the engine and broke my flywheel, torque converter, and the transmission. Saturn says
it is not their fault and they will not pay for it to be fixed, but this plug can not be touch without
taking the whole engine out and taking the engine apart. Knowing all of this, why should I pay
for their mistake. Is there anyway that you can help me. Call if you can or can't help please! My
Saturn SL1 has a problem which I feel is a manufacturer's defect. When put into reverse, the car
either does not shift at all, or, hesitates then shifts unexpectedly, or shifts only when gas and
brake are pressed at the same time. This is a very dangerous problem that is just an accident
waiting to happen. When vehicle is engaged in reverse it makes a terrible noise. Dealer notified.
I have only had this car 11 months. It only has 42, almost 43, miles on it and the transmission
needs to be replaced. I dont understand that. I need some help getting my car repaired or
replaced. I came to a complete stop and put the car in reverse to park. It wouldnt go into
reverse. I took it to the dealer the following morning and they told me that I need a new
transmission but couldnt explain how or why it happened. While driving, there is a delayed
engagement when changing gears which makes it hard to go into gear, the vehicle also coasts
before engaging into gear, the RPM's will race all the way into the red zone going 30 mph. The
Saturn dealer at which I purchased this vehicle will not even consider the defect, but instead
wishes to charge me for a new transmission. My vehicle is not even 2 years old. I would hope
that the corporation would stand behind there product, instead of trying to make up excuses.
Vehicle had to be realigned on three occasions by dealer due to the excessive wear on front
tires. Battery replaced twice. The cable shift control replaced. Bolt and seal washer replaced.
Consumer states the vehicle made a roaring noise and vibrated while driving. Both front inner
door handles failed and were replaced. Examination by mechanic found the gear ring for
reverse which also holds 2nd gear had disintegrated spraying debris throught the rest of the
transmission. This information was not presented by Saturn to the customer, and Saturn has
tried to claim the service bulletin means nothing. I purchased a 2nd Saturn in June , a L, that is
also having 2nd gear difficulty at only miles. My trust in Saturn is in shambles -- I have been
driving this vehicle for a year and half since this bulletin under the assumption that the vehicle
was safe to drive, only to learn that information had been hidden relating to my vehicle. I
purchased my second Saturn based on this false trust, and I feel cheated. I expect Saturn to
remedy the defect, promtly and at their cost. Symptoms pointed to hydraulics. I replaced the
system with an aftermarket unit from O'Reilliy's but now I can't shift. Do you. Or just the slave
cylinder? Was this answer. Also another problem is the clutch pressure plate gets worn bent
fingers so the clutch wont fully release even with good hydralics. All 3 units were the entire
assembly, none have created the necessary fork travel distance. Is it just a faulty part or could
something else be at play here? As far as what happens when the engine is on. If I'm in Neutral,
and push the clutch all the way in, I still can't put it into gear. If I start the car in 1st it'll jump
forward and die once the e-break stops forward motion. That to me seems to show the clutch is
grabbing fine, just no clearance to get in gear. Sounds like a bad pressure plate to me. How
does a pressure plate affect fork travel? How can you measure actual fork travel when the slave
cylinder is twisted into the clutch bell housing and its all sealed up? Unless you actually pull the
transmission back and measure it that way. Looks like there sticking something between slave
cylinder seal? I have worked for saturn for over 16yrs and have never measured the fork travel.
If the hydralics were good it was a bad clutch pressure plate not releasing all the way. That all
we had was factory parts at the dealer. I have a saturn sl2 1. Let's start with did you replace the
clutch master and slave cylinder? Or did you you out in a new clutch and reuse the old clutch

master and slave cylinder? Also why did you replace what you replaced? Please login or
register to post a reply. A throwout bearing is used to apply force against the clutch pressure
plate to release the clutch and should be replaced as part of the normal clutch job. It is a good
idea Asked by southernson live. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Replaced fuel
relay, checked fuel pump fuses, clutch nuetral switch works, no broken wires in trunk to fuel
pump. I do have my o2 sensor codes showing and an evap small leak. Do you. Do you have
spark? Was this answer. Yea, if it doesnt start with key I can put it in gear and pop stert it Was
this answer. So when it doesn't start the starter is inop an won't turn the engine over? The
engine will turn over but it doesnt seem like its getting gas, it will start if I pop start it or if I wait
an hour and try it again Was this answer. It does make sense why you can pop start it when you
can't start it with the starter? Have you ever tried holding the gas pedal all the way to the floor
while starting it when it won't start to see if it starts? You very well could have a bad coolant
temp sensor. Very common on those cars. I have tried that and it doesnt work. I had the engine
replace about 3 months ago due to cylinder 3 no compression Was this answer. When it won't
start you for sure have spark? If so I would suspect a bad coolant temp sensor. Its really
common to fail on those cars. I have been thru four so far on the Saturn I have. I put injector
cleaner in it and it did it once yesterday and has been fine today Was this answer. I don't see
how fuel injector cleaner is going to to fix the problem. Do you have a scan tool that can read
live data like coolant temp? I am thinking coolant temp sensor. My car will not start. When I put
the key into the ingition the interior lights come on, headlights come one and so does the radio.
When I turn the key in the ingition I hear no clicking or any other noises. Could be a blown
fusible link, the starter, starter relay, transmission position switch and ignition switch assuming
the battery and connections are good. Does the dash light's etc go out when you turn the key to
the start position? Have you had the battery tested? Also make sure the battery cable's are
clean and tight. Also do you have a multimeter? I do not have a multimeter. I have not had the
battery tested. The dashlights come on with everything else when I turn the key in the ignition.
So do the dash light's stay on when you turn the ignition key to the start position? I would have
the battery tested. You will need to at least have a test light to figure out what's going on. Let's
do this have the battery tested and get a test light and let me know when your ready and I will
help you figure out why it won't start. Hi my car won't start and I don't know what is wrong with
it. We changed out the spark plugs and charged the battery but it still wont start. It makes noise
like it wants to start but it won't turn over. I simply don't have much money to do much. But I
want to know what the problem is. Please visit this page and get back to me. Just to add to this
one does it crank over and not start meaning the engine is spinning with the starter but its not
starting? Or no crank no start meaning the starter is turnin
2006 mazda 3 fuse box diagram
07 kia spectra ex
2005 chrysler town and country radio not working
g the engine over to start the car? Let me know I know these cars very well Was this answer.
Nice follow up question saturntech9 :- Was this answer. Every once in awhile when I get in my
car to start it it won't start the engine won't turn over and the security light is blinking I have to
wait ten minutes until the security light stops blinking then I turn it off and then restart it and
also when i'm driving the security light comes on and also the service light at the same time and
stay on until I turn the car off I know it has to do with the security cutting the fuel off how do I fix
this please help thank you. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running
Content. How to fix an engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the
engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are
listed in order of difficulty. For A While It Would What Do I Do. If I Pop-the Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free!

